Introduction
In examining the future of stare decisis, 1 its history should not be ignored. It is a principle of fundamental importance to the common law system; its application is not static but ever-changing. It is a doctrine which reflected the middle and latter part of the 19th century when English society was stable and business and industrial development were seen to be the basis of a society that called for the application of such a principle. Whether it will continue to be of such importance in a world of rapid technological change, of social and economic ferment, political volatility and legislative outpourings, is open to question.
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The comments of Lockhart J, made in 1987, could be regarded as an 11th-hour warning to the legal profession of the approaching debate on the contemporary roles of judges and the doctrine of precedent. Despite such warnings a largely unprepared legal profession has been dragged reluctantly into the melee. The debate is now well under way, but little has been achieved by way of resolution. It has centred upon concepts such as "judicial activism" and "policy intervention" and has become increasingly heated and public. It has drawn virtually unprecedented extrajudicial comment from a number of senior judges, and provoked detailed analysis by both academic and practising lawyers. From the increasingly complex arguments have come various calls for lawyers to equip themselves for the challenges of the new (or at least newly understood) judicial practices. 3 This aspect of the debate necessarily concerns the processes of legal education. While the need to encourage in students a critical understanding of trends in (and influences upon) judicial reasoning is now generally recognised, the abstract and often very practical nature of relevant developments makes basic explanation difficult. However it is possible to ground the developments in fundamental principle and such an approach may assist with both academic analysis and educational interpretation. The trends and influences manifest themselves at a basic and accessible level -in the operation of the doctrine of precedent.
The purpose of this article is to identify important modern influences upon the operation of the doctrine of precedent in Australia, to interpret those influences in the context of legal practice and education, and to suggest some practical solutions for legal professionals faced with the "drifting goal-posts" of contemporary judicial reasoning.
The development of "Law in Context" -type courses over recent years has significantly broadened introductory teaching to law, and reference will be made to relevant teaching examples from such courses later in this paper. However the purpose of this paper is not to address the whole range of issues relevant to these courses, but rather to focus on precedent-specific issues.
The teaching of case-analysis and stare decisis must encourage in law students an understanding of the changing position of case law in the contemporary Australian legal system. The traditional introduction of students to precedent -tracing the early evolution of a simple legal principle such as the Postal Rule, can now be only one part of a broader explanation of the doctrine. The more complex and dynamic aspects of the doctrine should not be left to emerge obliquely in a jurisprudence subject, or in an ad hoc manner in relation to specific principles. Furthermore, analysis of particular significant cases can not be conducted within the narrow context of legal history and formalistic reasoning.
There are a number of clearly identifiable statistical and theoretical trends that affect the creation and/or interpretation of case law. In addition to the much publicised debate over judicial objectivity, relevant considerations include: reasoning, and hence to legal education, is the subject of this article.
Undergraduate students cannot be expected to immediately understand the complexities of current High Court reasoning (certainly not while the public debate demonstrates confusion at much higher levels), but the "call to arms" by observers of the developments must be answered by law schools. The theoretical justification for recent changes in common law process remains uncertain, but the external realities of those changes are settled and law graduates must enter the workplace equipped to deal with the evolution of legal practice.
Precedent -"The Old Rules are being Reconsidered" (a) Modern Influences on the Doctrine
For much of Australia's legal history, close analysis of the operation of the doctrine of precedent has been the task of jurisprudential academics. However, the technicalities of the doctrine, and its importance to the development of the common law, have been drawn into mainstream legal thought as explanations are sought, and justifications offered, for the changing approaches of the Australian judiciary. Justice Lockhart commented in 1987 that "an analysis of stare decisis is timely in an era where there are clear indications that old rules are being reconsidered". 4 Other commentators have focused upon the more general shift in judicial attitudes which is, as noted by Horrigan, apparent from a comparison of views on the benefits of strict legalism: Dixon CJ saw "no safer guide to judicial decisions in great conflicts", whereas McHugh J has suggested that "the judiciary should not be composed exclusively of those who are masters only of a strict and complete legalism". 3. limitations on appeal rights; 4. the increase in the number of reported cases; 5. the growing willingness of judges to look to overseas jurisdictions for legal solutions; 6. more frequent reference to unreported cases by advocates; 7. the increasing reliance upon judges to make decisions and exercise discretions in areas of public law; 8. Australia's diminishing links with the United Kingdom legal system, and its increasing commercial and legal links with the United States and Asia.
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A number of the factors identified are of relevance to all common law jurisdictions. Indeed re-examination of the operation of the doctrine of precedent is taking place in a number of countries. 9 The last factor is specifically relevant to Australia, however the effects of internationalisation upon Australian common law might be reasonably regarded as representative of its effects upon the legal systems of other common law countries.
Two other factors can be added to those listed above. First, reference should be made to the proliferation of quasi-judicial determinative tribunals. What is the role of precedent in the decision-making processes of such tribunals? A detailed response to this question is beyond the scope of this article. However, on the basis of relevant enabling legislation, and general principles of administrative law, two observations can immediately be made about this relatively new and potentially expansive limb of stare decisis :
1. Pursuant to enabling legislation, tribunals are often directed to proceed "informally", "without technicality" and/or "expeditiously". They are frequently "not bound by the rules of evidence". 10 Further, there may often be no automatic right to legal representation, and hence limited reference by parties to factual or legal precedents. Although a number of tribunals in practice often do maintain the "trappings" of judicial process, these procedural directions dictate against the development of strict lines of precedent. Tribunal processes relating to factfinding, advocacy, and analysis of facts and similar cases may be different in kind to processes of courts, and may vary significantly from tribunal to tribunal and from case to case. "administrative precedent". First, an administrative tribunal cannot act under the dictation of another body. Secondly, its discretion cannot be fettered by selfcreated policy. 12 While it is exhibited in practice that a tribunal can follow its own previous decisions in like cases, it must not "pursue consistency at the expense of the merits".
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Private sector and government lawyers are now more frequently required to practise in areas of public law, and to appear before administrative tribunals. They are therefore dealing with noticeably different systems of precedent and reasoning. This is a compelling argument for the expansion of introductory teaching of stare decisis to cover administrative equivalents and variations. This may entail closer reference to first instance decisions in administrative hierarchies where appellate decisions revert to more formal judicial reasoning.
Secondly, any discussion of modern influences on the doctrine of precedent should include reference to the increasing frequency of pre-trial settlement. It was noted in 1993 that even in traditional trial-orientated courts, settlement rates were approximately 75-90%. In some courts, the rates approximated 95%.
14 In a single "Spring Offensive" mediation program in Victoria in 1992, over 50% of Supreme Court civil matters awaiting trial were settled. 15 The logical consequence of this trend is that often only "test cases" and "worst cases" are left to form "precedent". Whilst in a variety of respects such cases are worthy of close analysis in undergraduate law courses, the "common" dispute with which the law is primarily concerned is increasingly beyond the reach of the law reports -having been confidentially settled on the first morning of trial. In practical terms, while development of modern legal principle largely floats upon the machinations of corporate, government (and perhaps vexatious) litigants, the most common use of binding precedent is as a crucial bargaining chip. Many would suggest at this juncture that it is better to bargain than to gamble on current judicial reasoning.
Two consequences for law schools emerge from these trends of settlement. The best-equipped graduates will be those who understand that precedent research must be directed not only to preparation for trial, but also to establishing a strong bargaining position for the client. That may in particular instances involve emphasis on particular aspects of the client's case, a "broad brush approach" focusing on principle rather than precedent, or in fact in certain cases a degree of thoroughness unnecessary for court preparation. An understanding of such variations in case preparation could be encouraged through the increased use of context-specific research exercises, or mock mediations.
Furthermore, law schools can seek to adapt to the increasing elusiveness of "common disputes". The "extraordinary preoccupation with the exceptional cases that go to trial" 16 has been criticised in a number of contexts. The system of reporting has traditionally forced upon law schools a similar "preoccupation" with those cases. The solution may lie in teaching innovations such as placement of students for work experience in community legal services, mediation programs or private firms with established mediation expertise. Further, students may obtain useful practical insights from reported "exceptional cases" if they are encouraged to identify, in the course of analysis, the "real" points of contention between the parties, and examine the respective interests and motivations of the participants.
One practical influence upon the operation of the doctrine of precedent identified by Lockhart J can be dealt with in this introductory context. Justice Lockhart noted:
The deluge of case law reported today and the widening scope of authorities to which reference is being made may call for intervention by the courts or legislatures. The judge is torn by two competing claims. On the one hand he is assisted by citation of relevant authorities. On the other hand the volume of reported cases is reaching such proportions that it is of concern.
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A number of other commentators have recognised the significance of this problem. In the English context, "the inconvenience and possible injustice of excessive quantities of caselaw" has been blamed for an increase in the cost of legal advice, and the slowing of litigation. 18 Further, Thomas J has commented that "every indication suggests that the number of reported decisions may render stare decisis logistically unworkable... the real risk, however, is that with the vast number of cases available to counsel and the courts, principle will be obscured and lost".
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Lord Diplock has reportedly described over-zealous citation as "an ineradicable practice", 20 however he was himself prepared to attempt its correction. In Roberts Petroleum v. Bernard Kenny 21 he issued a practice direction prohibiting the citation before the House of Lords of unreported decisions of the Court of Appeal unless they contained some "novel and binding" principle of law. The significance for legal education of the proliferation of potential authorities is perhaps well demonstrated by judges' criticisms of the techniques of some advocates. These complaints are not new. In 1981, Lord Roskill strongly criticised the practice of citing masses of cases in support an uncontroversial principle. 23 More recently in Australia, Kirby J included in a list of "seven deadly sins" the failure to state basic legal propositions at the outset of an argument, the reading of large passages from cases, and the failure to adequately plan the structure of arguments.
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To avoid such criticisms, law graduates must understand the effect of practical influences (eg the sheer quantity of authorities) on the realities of legal practice. Some of the difficulties of the present trend of "litigation by attrition" would be alleviated by a more reasoned approach to precedent by practitioners.
Combinations of the myriad of influences discussed above can be identified in the reasoning of most contemporary High Court judgements. At a fundamental level, the High Court's present approach to the doctrine of precedent is illustrated by the decision in Northern Territory v. Mengel.
2 * In that case, the High Court expressly overruled a principle enunciated in a prior decision, 26 and in doing so, focused directly on the basis of the departure. It was considered that the circumstances satisfied the criteria laid down in Johns v. FCT 27 which "determine whether the court should review or depart from" an earlier decision:
1. The earlier decision does not rest upon a principle carefully worked out in a significant succession of cases. 2. There is a difference between the reasons of the majority judges in the earlier decision. 3. The earlier decision has achieved no useful result, but rather has led to considerable inconvenience. 4. The earlier decision has not been acted on in a manner militating against its reconsideration.
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In Mengel, the majority considered that departure was justified due to factors including the lack of authoritative support for the existing principle and the difficulty of reconciling liability under that principle with the general trend of legal development confining liability to intentional or negligent infliction of harm. overruling prior decisions include two factors which may, in particular circumstances, open the door to broad non-legal considerations. For example, to what extent may identifying "considerable inconvenience" or detrimental reliance entail reference to policy and community issues? The significance of such reasoning is referred to in part 3 of this article. Furthermore, some commentators argue that the court's explanation of its practice bears no resemblance to its practice in fact. 30 The court's stated reasons in Mengel indicate that the overruling of Beaudesert rested primarily upon inconsistent developments in analogous areas of law -a factor having little connection to any of the Johns criteria.
Whether one focuses on the Johns enunciation, the Mengel illustration, or the commentators' explanation, there is found here further support for the proposition that legal education must adapt to ensure that graduate lawyers have an appreciation of this expansive judicial reasoning.
(b) The Utility of the Doctrine
Discussions of modern influences upon stare decisis invariably touch upon traditional arguments as to the usefulness of adherence to the doctrine. 32 It is unnecessary to revisit these arguments in detail, however in the context of this paper, the following are of particular relevance:
1. It has been argued by some that overruling precedent amounts to usurping the role of the legislature. This proposition is of central importance to the role of the judiciary and has been debated for decades. 3. It has also been argued that strict application of the doctrine destroys or delays the "development and application of necessary fundamental principles".
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Of the myriad of arguments that have emerged in common law countries about the usefulness of the doctrine of precedent, the three listed above are perhaps the most relevant to the current trend of judicial activism in Australian law, and the consequent call for lawyers to "re-equip" themselves. These issues are considered in part 3 of this article.
Before parting from this analysis, it is worth noting Lockhart J's somewhat surprising conclusions on the nature and usefulness of the doctrine:
The doctrine of stare decisis is not some fixed and immutable path which binds each judge who travels along it dressed in a strait-jacket. I prefer to regard the doctrine essentially as the product of human experience whereby it is helpful to know how a similar case was dealt with in an earlier case. 36 These comments, in 1987, were a bold admission of growing judicial "creativity",
(c) Ratio and Obiter
The traditional distinction between the ratio and obiter of a judgment has always been of fundamental importance to introductory legal education. The purpose of this section is not to return to fundamental principles, but rather to raise some issues of relevance to legal education that arise at the peripheries of the primary debate over present High Court reasoning.
In his paper advocating the codification of commercial law, 37 Goode quoted from Professor Aubrey Diamond on the issue of identifying ratio:
The technique to be used for abstracting the ratio decidendi involves not only professional expertise but also an inspired appreciation of the trends in judicial attitudes. Small wonder that over the centuries voices have been raised in protest against the tons of verbal pulp that must be squeezed to produce an ounce of pure judicial law.
Goode also referred to the more extreme view of the American jurisprudential and commercial lawyer Llewellyn, who considered that the factors motivating a decision were rarely to be found in the actual language of the judgment.
While these views were quoted in the context of a call for codification of commercial law, they assist with two notions in the context of this article. First, they are a pointed reminder that the extraction of ratio is not something akin to a mathematical exercise. While it may be difficult to teach an "inspired appreciation" of judicial attitudes, the complex ways in which ratio and obiter are interpreted and delimited by the court, and the realities of judicial reasoning can not be ignored. As mentioned above, the distinction between obiter and ratio has often been seen as a tool by which the doctrine of precedent is manipulated. Approaches to the distinction vary with the changing attitudes to "strict legalism" and changing perceptions of the roles of judges. Even in times of more formalistic judicial reasoning the identification of ratio and obiter arguably depended largely upon legal instinct -an instinct developed through full and close reading of significant decisions by law students. Trends of subjective and more complex reasoning increase the importance of this practice.
Secondly, particularly Llewellyn's attitude is thought provoking in view of one criticism of the Australian High Court that has emerged from the debate on judicial activism with considerable support. It has been argued that the High Court has failed to identify and explain its approach to law-making.
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Traditional approaches to ratio were the subject of recent analysis by Lucke. 39 Briefly, Lucke analyses three approaches to ratio -the "classical theory" whereby the ratio is the principle seen by the judge as the basis of his or her decision, the "illusionist view" which discounts altogether the operation of the doctrine of precedent, and the "material facts" theory expounded by Goodhart. Lucke expresses a preference for Goodhart's view after discussing some definitional difficulties with the words "material" and "facts". Importantly for our purposes, in the context of his detailed analysis of the extraction of ratio, Lucke acknowledges that "a purely adjudicative model of the judicial function has fallen out of favour in more recent times, as more and more judges have openly asserted, in their extra-judicial writings, a judicial law-making role".
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It is also relevant in the context of this discussion to identify some problems faced by lawyers attempting to extract ratio from decisions of courts operating in a broad and complex hierarchy. These problems have obvious consequences for the operation of the doctrine of precedent. Two examples of the difficulties have been raised in the context of case reporting. 41 First, the reasons of a prior case may be such that the subsequent court itself attempts to explain the possible basis of the decision. Such an activity is different in kind to a mere exercise in delimiting "material" facts for the purposes of identifying ratio, and raises significant questions about the role of precedent where the ingredients for the doctrine's operation are not all present. Secondly, it is noted that there may be inconsistent, or even conflicting, statements of principle by appellate judges jointly hearing a matter. This second issue has been referred to on a number of occasions: ... a disquieting feature of the recent pronouncements has been a distinct lack of unanimity... it is becoming impossible to extract the ratio decidendi to be applied in subsequent cases. It would not be going to far to say that there is a danger that in the long run the good work will be undone in lower courts which find it impossible to apply the High Court's decisions. 42 Finally, in this short discussion on ratio and obiter, reference should be made to the importance of obiter to legal education. In support of calls for a "return to principle" in legal process, it has been argued that:
The statement of a rule in a decision is the manifestation of all the factors which contribute to that decision, and it is shallow to depict that manifestation as the binding element comprising the law when all the factors which led to the final formulation of the rule contributed directly to its binding quality... the rule is but the manifestation, and not the substance, of the law. 43 The importance of considering the entirety of factors behind a decision is not solely jurisprudential. There are sound substantive reasons for the reporting and analysis of complete decisions. Full reports (including dissents) enable subsequent reference to the full complexity of arguments articulated in the earlier decision and enhance the "richness of material guiding lawyers". 44 Dissenting judgments are in a variety of respects invaluable, and dicta may be of considerable weight in subsequent cases.
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Perhaps the most persuasive expression of the importance of reference to dicta by practitioners, academics and students, particularly in the context of contemporary judicial reasoning, is found in the comments of Lord Devlin: "A judge-made change in the law rarely comes out of a blue sky. Rumblings from Olympus in the form of obiter dicta will give warning of unsettled weather." 
Judicial Activism and the Intervention of Policy
Of the various contemporary trends identified in this article as being of relevance to student approaches to case law, perhaps the one of most practical and immediate importance is the emergence of a new "judicial activism" in higher Australian courts. Detailed analysis of the development of that trend and its implications is beyond the scope of this article. The purpose here is to trace the course of the debate in order to illustrate the pressing implications for modern legal education. Reference to policy considerations by the judiciary is not entirely unsanctioned by the legislature. Indeed some suggest that the trend of "judicial law making" is as much a result of parliamentary attitudes as judicial ones. Mason CJ commented in the Australian Lawyer in July 1993: "I think that in some circumstances governments and legislatures prefer to leave the determination of a controversial question to the courts rather than leave the question to be decided by the political process." 47 More specifically, in a variety of federal and State Acts, there can be found statutory prescription for consideration by the courts of "policy". Of equal significance for the purposes of this paper is the fact that there is an increasing trend for judges to be called upon to make decisions and exercise discretions in areas of public law. Accordingly, the controversy surrounding judicial reasoning in common law fields largely ignores the fact that the judiciary are asked with increasing frequency to engage in various kinds of "law-making" by parliament. Even if the High Court were to cease referring to "policy" and "community values" in deciding common law disputes, lawyers will still be practising in a legal climate where policy arguments will frequently be relevant to the protection of their clients' interests.
Before proceeding further, it is useful to briefly consider one definitional problem inherent in the debate on "policy" intervention. The term "policy" has a potentially broad meaning -a few of the concepts arising in the debate are: implied rights, fundamental freedoms, community values and expectations, the intent of analogous legislation, and personal preference or opinion. Some writers have called upon jurisprudence for definitional guidance, for example, the Dworkin definition of policy -"that kind of standard that sets out a goal to be reached, generally an improvement in some economic, political, or social feature of the community". 48 Horrigan has referred to a number of possible interpretations of the term, and argues that references to "policy" in Australian judicial reasoning must be understood in two senses -a pejorative sense and a non-pejorative sense. Decisions based on community interests without regard to the law are argued to be "policy" decisions in the pejorative sense. Decisions made after reference to community interests or values to rank alternative solutions left open by the positive law are seen as "policy" decisions in the non-pejorative sense. 49 This useful distinction helps to explain some of the differences in the views analysed in the following discussion.
(a) Policy by Legislative Prescription
As early as 1982, members of the judiciary were commenting that legislatures were moving towards value -based expression and purposive interpretation. Parliament was increasingly passing to courts the responsibility and authority to determine how best to work out and apply the broad purpose of the legislation. 50 Street CJ pointed to a number of examples of this trend in New South Wales statutes. New South Wales courts are in various circumstances required to have regard to the "circumstances of the case and the public interest", validate provisions to the extent that they are "not against public policy", and excuse non-compliance of a person who has "acted honestly and ought fairly to be excused". 51 It is unnecessary to catalogue the frequency of such prescriptions, or the use of phrases such as "reasonableness" and "just and equitable" in Australian legislation. Consider also prescriptions for purposive interpretation of legislation in the Acts Interpretation Acts.
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In the public law context, judges find themselves making or reviewing decisions based on notions such as "hardship" 53 or "public interest".
54
Street CJ concludes that "in these fields public policy, or public interest... that unruly horse upon which judges had for so long looked askance... is firmly ensconced in the judicial stable".
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A related phenomenon can be found in the gradual acceptance in common law countries of the use of legislative as opposed to judicial precedent in developing the law. 56 Evidence of this trend is found in decisions in the United Kingdom, the United States, and New Zealand. In the New South Wales Court of Appeal, Kirby P, in identifying a common law rule requiring reasons in support of administrative decisions, relied in part upon the enactment in other jurisdictions of provisions to that effect. 57 Consider also the High Court's reference to developments in analogous areas of law in Northern Territory v. Mengel 58 -it might be predicted that reasoning by reference to legislation in analogous fields will soon be a readily accepted part of High Court process. Critics of the High Court's present processes may find a certain democratic legitimacy in such reasoning. The obvious consequence for legal education is that where particular significant cases warrant teaching by contextual as well as legal analysis, the appropriate "context" may soon necessarily include legislation in different, but analogous, areas of law.
Also relevant to this discussion from a Queensland perspective is the recent enactment of the Legislative Standards Act 1992 (Qld). The enunciation by that Act of "Fundamental Legislative Principles" (FLPs) may represent a subtle but significant progression in the pattern of change to the role of the judiciary.
The Office of the Parliamentary Counsel is directed by the Act to have regard to FLPs in drafting legislation. FLPs are defined as the "principles relating to legislation that underlie a parliamentary democracy based on the rule of law". 59 Specifically , legislation is required to have sufficient regard to the "rights and liberties of individuals" and the "institution of Parliament". 60 The Act lists specific examples of what may amount to "sufficient regard" in relation to each. The "rights and liberties" examples cover such matters as: the proper definition of administrative powers affecting rights and liberties; the principles of natural justice; the delegation of administrative power only in appropriate circumstances; protection of the onus of proof in criminal cases and the privilege against self-incrimination; fair compensation for compulsory acquisition of property; and the need to have regard to Aboriginal tradition and Island custom. 61 It has been noted that the list "shows some potential to go beyond the rights and liberties granted or assumed at common law".
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A number of these considerations resemble either constitutional prescriptions or notions raised in the "bill of rights" debates, and therefore are not entirely new or surprising. However, as Sampford notes, the principles may be seen by some as an indication that "the philosophers have really run amok". 63 He himself prefers to view the principles as "core legal and political ideals", and the Act not as a "backdoor way of introducing a Human Rights Bill" but as a "way of ensuring their consideration". The Act does not provide for the enforcement of the principles -either through sanctions for errant drafters or nullification of non-complying legislation. Furthermore, it has been noted that the practice formalised in the Act of scrutinising bills has been broadly followed by Senate Standing Committees for some ten years.
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What then is the significance of the Act for judicial process, and hence for modern legal education? The Act may be seen to provide further legislative authority for judicial consideration of policy issues. As mentioned above, the principles potentially extend recognition of rights and liberties beyond established common law categories. 66 The principle regarding indigenous custom, for example, arguably recognises group rights. 67 Additionally it should be noted that the listed considerations are merely "examples" of those to which legislation should have "sufficient regard" -the list may therefore expand through judicial interpretation and community pressure. Accordingly, while the wording of the Act would seem to preclude nullification by the court of non-complying legislation, two potential effects of the Act upon judicial reasoning can be identified:
1. FLPs may be indirectly enforced by the courts through purposive interpretation. FLPs could be regarded as a common component of the underlying objects of new legislation, on the assumption that the legislation was intended to embody due regard for those principles. 68 It has been said that this expected influence on statutory interpretation is based on a precarious argument as the Act's policy is only general and capable of being overridden by a more specific purpose in a particular case. 69 However, it might be predicted that once the attention of litigants and their advisers focuses upon the stipulated FLPs, the courts will increasingly be presented with arguments of purpose and called upon to give effect to the principles. Those principles potentially provide convenient justification for the decisions of courts already inclined towards policy-based reasoning. It would seem inevitable that this new influence upon statutory interpretation will gradually emerge as an important factor. 2. FLPs may affect the important distinction between relevant and irrelevant considerations in public law decision making. Administrative decision makers are faced with a set of "seminal" principles underlying new enabling legislation, and the concurrence of their reasoning processes with those principles is likely to be tested upon judicial review. Once again courts are called upon to interpret and weigh a range of policy factors.
What are the implications for legal education of the incorporation of policy considerations in the wording (and hence in the administration) of statutes? The changing relationship between the legislature and the courts is manifested in legislation which increasingly calls upon the judiciary to abandon traditional legal reasoning and make decisions by reference to emerging rights and community values. Law graduates are now immediately and frequently confronted with situations wherein their client's interests depend upon arguments as to "public interest", "public policy" or "fairness". Legal education must adapt to this re-shaping of the professional playing field, through emphasis upon contextual, critical and practical analysis of precedent and principle.
(b) Judicial Activism -Policy by the Court's Own Volition
In 1993, a thought-provoking analysis of the transcript of the Communist Party Case 70 was published in the Sydney Law Review. The article was titled in part: "Reading the Judicial Mind". 71 In addition to being of historical interest in a variety of respects, the paper illustrates that important insights can be gained from analysis extending beyond reported judgments. Students would benefit greatly from carrying out such an analysis at least once in their undergraduate study. The exercise would enhance their understanding of both judicial reasoning and advocacy processes. Additionally, although junior practitioners regularly assigned the task might disagree, the exercise is a very interesting one.
The author, Williams, conducts a thorough analysis, examining the histories of the judges and leading counsel, the respective relationships between them, points of intervention by the judges, turning points in the course of arguments, reasons for the success of particular arguments, and political developments of the time. The writer's conclusions reveal the value of the exercise: 3. Barwick (as an advocate in this case) was not one to rely solely upon the strength of his law but followed the maxim "the important thing in life is to know the judge". 5. Latham CJ's interjections were "heart-felt" and revealed his own political opinions. 76 His Honour had his "own poetically founded assumptions" as to the role of the Communist Party in Australia. 77 6. While the reported decision appears divorced from wider political issues, the transcript reveals that this was far from the case.
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7. The victory of Evatt (as an advocate) over Barwick was characterised by his reliance upon the principle that accorded with the position most acceptable to the majority of the Court.
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Williams' paper demonstrates the importance of close analysis to a deep understanding of significant cases. His examination is timely in an era when it is unnecessary to look to decisions of such political importance to find unambiguous resort to principle and policy in judicial reasoning. Practitioners seeking to argue, interpret or predict the law must understand the role of relevant political and social trends, and acknowledge that the law is not applied (or made) in isolation from nonlegal factors and personal opinion. Faced with the interpretation of the Constitutional defence power, counsel formulated arguments in the Communist Party case that provide a striking illustration of the "multi-skilling" demanded of lawyers in advocacy: the factors argued by Barwick to be worthy of "judicial notice" included China's turning to communism, Soviet influence in Eastern Europe, Commonwealth munition expansion, the increased significance of espionage and sabotage to national security, and the sympathy necessarily held by communists with the aims and ambitions of the Soviet Union.
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Williams' analysis might be regarded as a useful case-specific contribution to the broader debate concerning judicial activism. Of the numerous opinions expressed on this trend, none can be more convincing than those of the judges themselves, who have with increasing regularity stepped out from behind the well-written legal judgement to join the debate.
The goal of the following discussion is to demonstrate, by reference to the progress of debate and recently expressed opinions of key judges, that the external realities (if not the theoretical justification) of the trend towards judicial activism are sufficiently settled for law schools to address the implications for legal education. The historical progress and obvious component of "question and response" in the debate are best understood in chronological context. The following selection of contributions to the arguments were chosen by reason of their authoritativeness and relevance to legal education. The key opinions are summarised and unresolved issues are identified and discussed.
1987-McHugh J
In 1987, McHugh J expressed the view that for a "generation", most lawyers (practising and academic) have accepted that judges make law and have the right to do so. His Honour was referring to the "small but still significant number of cases where the courts must 'make' law because the rules or principles arguably applicable are unclear or out of touch with the needs of contemporary society or have not been applied to similar facts". 81 Critics of judicial law-making, he said, cannot "realistically expect the legislature to use valuable parliamentary time in the continuing supervision and amendment of all private law doctrine. The void has to be filled by the courts of New South Wales..." 
-Thomas J
In his call for a "return to principle in judicial reasoning", Thomas J dealt with a number of matters arising in the debate surrounding judicial activism and the intervention of policy. He stated that the declaratory theory of law had been thoroughly discredited, and that no serious observer would deny that judges make law. 87 A consequence of a return to principle, he argued, would be that judges would need to express their actual reasons for decision. Value judgments of judges would thereby become explicit. His Honour referred with approval to the notion of "judicial autonomy" -"the process by which a judge translates the standards, needs and expectations of the community into legal principles, or the basis for legal principles".
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In the course of his arguments, Thomas J identified various sources of "principles". These included: past cases;
89 other disciplines such as economics, psychology, political science, sociology, anthropology, and the behavioural sciences in general; 90 foreign law and international treaty and human rights covenants; 91 social, ethical and philosophical considerations; 92 and legislation. 93 Ultimately, he said, "the source of all principle must be the standards, needs and expectations of the community which the law serves". 94 His Honour created, in contra-distinction to Dworkin's "Hercules J", a "Solomon J" -imbued with the thinking of his theories. Solomon J, had he decided Trigwell, 95 would have readily considered the changing circumstances of society, developments in analogous areas of law, the social and economic impacts upon stock owners and the farming community of various alternative results, and questions of cost allocation and insurance. inform him or herself of such issues? His Honour's approach has been compared to a politician saying "I have no manifesto, but trust me". 
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On another occasion, Mason CJ referred to a number of developments underpinning the High Court's modern approach -these included: the elimination of Privy Council appeals (leaving the High Court with sole responsibility for developing the Australian common law); the discarding of the declaratory theory; the fact that legislatures are increasingly leaving the elucidation and development of principles to judges; the accession of Australia to international conventions; the importance of international law to the development-of the common law; and the elimination of appeal by right."
-Kirby J
Justice Kirby has attributed the following comment to Lord Justice Hoffman:
You sit there, and your first thought always is 'Is this chap being treated fairly?' And if not, your next thought is, Am I in a position to do anything to put this right?' The new judges are more ready to give themselves the benefit of the doubt. 100 His Honour stated that common law judges had always been "creative". He stressed that where modern judges have fallen down is in failing to explain and support the "essential and legitimate function of the judiciary in continuously creating new law at the margins". 101 His Honour proceeded to make some significant 
Conclusion
In this article, an analysis has been conducted of contemporary trends in, and influences upon, Australian legal reasoning, particularly in the application of the doctrine of precedent. The trends and influences are wide ranging, and many of those discussed are highly controversial. They are, however, substantially re-shaping legal process and practice, and hence have serious consequences for legal education. Practical factors identified in this article that are of particular importance to the education of lawyers include:
1. the intrusion of legislation across a broad range of legal fields -requiring from legal education an increasing focus upon the executive monitoring and statutory interpretation roles of case law, and a retreat from undue intellectual commitment to the common law; 2. the increasing quantity of available precedent -one of the myriad of factors which emphasises the need for a strong and responsive connection between legal education and legal practice -students must understand the manner in which practical realities temper the preparation of advice and advocacy; 3. the "internationalisation" of Australian law -this has not been considered in detail in this paper, however the trend is of potentially great significance for both curriculum development and teaching approaches to specific principles; 4. the proliferation of quasi-judicial determinative tribunals -a compelling argument for the expansion of introductory teaching of stare decisis to cover administrative equivalents and variations; and 5. the frequency of pre-trial settlement -which again emphasises the need for practical skills training -students can be encouraged to understand the changing goals of case preparation through flexible research curriculums and practical experience (which can be tailored to perform the additional function of allowing access to "common disputes" that no longer appear with any regularity in law reports).
One particular purpose of the article has been to identify both the boundaries of agreement, and the vast uncertainties, in the debate over the judiciary's perceived annexation of social and political goals to judicial process. Whether in accordance with legislative prescription, or of their own volition, courts are increasingly reasoning by reference to such matters as "public policy", "public interest" and "fairness". A parallel trend is the increasing reference by the judiciary to a broad range of materials in deciding particular cases. Members of the judiciary have been at great pains to direct the attention of lawyers to the increasing importance of changing economic and social conditions, changes in analogous areas of law, relevant commentary, and obiter:
... the wise practitioner, in giving advice, will have regard to the standing or reputation of the precedent, the reception it has had at the hands of commentators, any observations
